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Abstract

Designing a good task allocation algorithm faces the

challenge of allowing high levels of throughput, so that

tasks are executed fast and processor parallelism is

exploited, while still guaranteeing a low level of mem-

ory contention, so that performance does not su�er

because of limitations on processor-to-memory band-

width. In this work, we present a comparative study

of throughput and contention guarantees provided by

load balancing networks, a new class of distributed,

asynchronous algorithms for real-time task allocation

in shared memory multiprocessors. Load balancing

networks generalize balancing networks [1] to accomo-

date tasks with varying completion times.

On the theoretical side, we formulate precise and

crisp de�nitions for capturing the quality of load bal-

ancing provided by general task allocation algorithms;

we use these de�nitions for formally evaluating the

throughput performance of speci�c constructions of

load balancing networks that we propose. Further-

more, we introduce a formal, complexity-theoretic

measure of contention incurred by tasks with varying

completion times, and use it to analyze the contention

performance of these constructions. This measure for-

mally generalizes one proposed earlier by Dwork et

al. [2]. Our theoretical results display precise and sub-
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tle trade-o�s between throughput and contention per-

formances for load balancing networks.

On the practical side, we propose an experimen-

tal platform for evaluating the actual performance

of load balancing networks through a series of care-

fully designed experiments that simulate these net-

works on real shared memory multiprocessor ma-

chines. Our experimental approach encompasses a rig-

orous methodology for randomly generating tasks that

are not merely \random", but rather belong to com-

mon classes of tasks such as periodic and sporadic. Our

experimental results reveal that load balancing net-

works substantially outperform in performance clas-

sical, centralized methods for task allocation in both

throughput and memory contention.
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